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From the Fly Shop...
We carry a full line of products…way more than we can fit in this catalog. Our product lines include Simms, Orvis, 
Patagonia, Winston, Scott, Hatch, Ross, G.Loomis, Nautilus, Mystic, Hardy, Abel, Tibor, SA, Rio, Vedavoo, Renzetti, 
Peak, Whiting, Hareline...in other words, we carry a lot of stuff.  

If you don’t see it in here, or even on our online store, give us a call (our shop phone is now open until 9 p.m.) or 
send me an email at Josh@GatesLodge.com. If we don’t have it in stock, I will do everything I can to get you what you 
want, and at a better price.   

We use these pages to try to show you what is new, different, or even better. So if it’s in here, we think it’s awesome, 
unique, or otherwise of interest. We aren’t gear junkies, but fly-fishers do tend to accessorize. It’s not the same as 
being on the river, but it’s a part of it. 

As I write this, we are halfway through our second mild, merciful winter in a row. Our winter scouting missions have 
been filled with trout. I would posit, with some survey data to prove it, that we are on the comeback trail from two very 
low years and one medium year (last year wasn’t half-bad). The Au Sable is a great river. It recovers quickly.  We’re 
ready for hendricksons pouring from the riffles, along with a masking hatch of caddis. We’re ready for brown trout to 
flash across spring’s heavy current in pursuit of a streamer. We’re ready to toast those sweet, chilly spring sunsets and 
listen to the whistles of the arriving woodcock.  

We have some great events this year, and more in the works. Check out our calendar for a list of our schools, classes, 
and other events to round out your season.

To order…or find additional items, check out our online store: www.gatesflyshop.com. There you’ll find every product in 
this catalog. Give us a call. Or go old school and use the attached order form.  

Need help, have questions, don’t know what size waders or length of fly rod? Give us a call or send us an email.  

We look forward to the long days of trout fishing ahead…

- Josh
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We’re a “somewhat” seasonal business featuring a full-service fly shop, restaurant, 17 rooms, and guide service. 
Founded in 1970 by Cal and Mary Gates, developed and made famous by Cal and Mary’s son Calvin “Rusty” Gates 
and his wife Julie, Gates Lodge has stayed true to its roots.  We strive to provide helpful, humble and fun experience 
on the banks of the Au Sable River, whether you fly fish or not. We spin our own flies, tie our own leaders, and are out 
there every day of the season. We truly enjoy living and working up here, and sharing it with our customers.

Fly Shop
We are a small shop that follows the Cal and Rusty model: stuff every inch of the shop with everything fly-fishing. 
We carry the top brands in the sport, have a huge fly-tying section that is a favorite among the state’s commercial fly 
tyers, and are passionate anglers. We source our flies from over 30 domestic and in-house fly-tyers, and have one of 
the largest made-in-America fly selections in the world. Many of our patterns are endemic to our shop, and can’t be 
found in an overseas fly catalog. We’re here to make your time on the river better. If you have a question about angling 
on the Au Sable or beyond, need advice on a product, or want something obscure, just ask!

 
 

Shop hourS:
7	a.m.	–	7	p.m.,	April	–	October 

9	a.m.	–	2	p.m.,	November	–	March
www.gatesflyshop.com 

989-348-8462 
Josh@GatesLodge.com

 
 
rentalS
Forget stuff? Don’t have any? We rent rods, reels, waders and boots by the day. We rent on a first come, 
first served basis… Our rods and reels are from Orvis, and our waders and boots are from Patagonia.
Rates (from time of rental until 9 a.m. the next morning):

rod and reel: $10/day

WaderS: $15/day

BootS: $5/day

the Full outFit: $25/day

About Gates Au Sable Lodge
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WinSton Biii pluS $875
This is Winston’s best saltwater rod they’ve produced. That’s not saying much -- they’ve released some 
stinkers -- but it’s saying something. But we’re not too concerned about salwater around here. What we 
need a big-fly rod to do is throw weighted lines and big streamers...or to turn over a size 2/0 mouse at night 
with a heavy weight-forward floating line. And that’s where this rod is most at home. The same could be said 
for the panned and now defunct Winston BIIISX. It might have been a heavy, but on a cold day in Novem-
ber, with big flies and a sinking line, it was (and is) very good at what it does. The Plus, though, is better...
and it’s Tank Ron approved! Includes sock and tube and lifetime warranty. 5-12 wt.

WinSton Biii lS $795
A light-line, in-tight, spooky trout fly rod with just enough guts to cover a rise at 50 feet, the LS is remines-
cent of the renowned Winston IM6, but much lighter. I like these in the 8-8’6” range, and in the 4 and 5 
weights. It gives them just the right oomph. Pair the LS with the Rio LT or the SA Trout or LightLine. A fly 
rod for the purist that thinks BBs are what go inside a shell, with gunpowder. Includes sock and tube, and 
lifetime warranty. Available in 2-5 wt.

WinSton Biii X $845
As different from the Helios 2 as can be, the BIIIX is Winston’s foray into the “fast action” rod market. But 
they aren’t fast. But they feel fast. And that’s what we like best about them. The BIIIX is the all-around for 
the angler that doesn’t want fast, that wants to feel their line move, that wants accuracy at 30-50 feet with 
enough speed to fight the wind, or cheat a big on the backcast. It protects tippets. It’s beautiful in hand, and 
feels lively in a way that only Winstons feel lively. Made in Twin Bridges, Montana. Includes sock and tube, 
and lifetime warranty. 3-7 wt.

WinSton neXuS $475
The sleeper hit of 2015. Frankly I thought the Recon would outpace the Nexus. But the 

Nexus held its own and then some. It feels like a Winston. It looks like a Winston. 
And it’s made in Twin Bridges, Montana. It’s a Winston! The 7-weight is awe-

some, somewhat unexpectedly. Not unexpectedly, so too are the 3, 4, 5 
and 6 weights. If you want a Winston, and balk at the $800+ price 

tags, the Nexus is just right. It fishes great. It’s easy to cast. 
Very highly recommended. Includes sock and tube, and lifetime 
warranty. 3-7 wt.

WinSton air $945
We’re fawning over this new offering from Winston.  Quick, full of feel, will carry around 20% more line than 
the BIIIX, and just so light in hand.  Winston’s finest offering since the IM6.  Still not the lightning rod of an 
Orvis or Scott Meridian.  But for us, this rod is just more our speed.  You buy the rod, we’ll throw in a line.  
Just order from the site and let us know in the comments what fly line you’d like from our online selection. 
Available in 3-6 wt. 

WinSton rod Co.

We	offer	one	of	the	most	diverse	
rod	selections	in	the	Midwest,	and	
will	go	out	of	the	way	to	help	find	
you the right rod. If you don’t see 
what you’re looking for, just let us 
know…and we’ll get it to you!
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SCott Fly rodS 

SCott Meridian $865
The Meridian has a lot of press right now, and for good 
reason. This is a fine-looking, wicked casting, big water 
fly-rod. There’s a stability to it during the cast that is 
essential when carrying a long line. When you think of 
getting a 7, 8, or 9-weight, you think about all the different 
applications. Trips to faraway destinations. Or to your 
local pike lake, or carp flat, or streamer float. The Meridian 
is at home. That stability lends itself to an effortlessness 
that makes casting it a joy. It just cleaned house at the 
Yellowstone Angler shoot-out. And as George Anderson 
said, it wasn’t even close. 6-10 wt. Includes sock, tube 
and Scott’s lifetime warranty.

SCott radian  $795
The Radian is made waves in the industry, and now it’s 
big brother, the Meridian, is as well. The Radian can 
easily transition from short to long casts. This is Scott’s 
finest all-around modern fly rod, especially as more and 
more anglers like longer, faster fly rods. The customers 
who have fished the Raidian for several years frequently 
comment that they LOVE it. In a way, it’s the perfect trout 
bum rod. Unsanded blank. It has inch marks on the blank 
(tactfully spaced, mind you...it’s not a yardstick!) And it 
can do anything, go anywhere. Rightly deserving of its 
press, this is a rod that should be considered among 
those narrowing down their search for their own perfect 
fly rod. Includes sock and tube, and lifetime warranty. 
3-9 wt.

SCott FleX $475
This rod has generated a ton of great feedback. Super easy casting high-end rod made completely in America 
for under $500. It’s just the right speed for all-around work but plenty soft to flick delicate roll-casts under a cedar.   
Enhanced feel, incredible stability, and unequalled performance. X-Core combines the industry’s most advanced 
composite technologies with cutting-edge design. Fine-tuned flex and recovery. Advanced Reinforced Carbon reduces 
torque and increases strength. Built from beginning to end in Montrose, Colorado. 8’6” 4, 9’ 4, 5, 6, 7 wts
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ClutCh Fly rodS

ClutCh Fluent $795
The Fluent is Clutch’s foray into high-end trout rods. 
They offer a surprising amount of touch in close. 
We’re excited to take these out in May! 4-6 wt 
 4 peice, include sock and tube, and lifetime warranty.

ClutCh reaCt  $750
The Clutch React is a 8’1” one-piece streamer rod in 250 and 350 
grain weights, as opposed to the traditional 7 and 9 weight. These rods 
are perfect for the streamer angler with a boat, as they can be kept in 
the boat until it’s time to fish. They are smooth, light, and fun to cast. 
Includes sock and tube, and lifetime warranty.

ClutCh arChipelago $810
This rod has a surprising amount of control at a variety of distances.  
This makes it a great streamer rod when distance control is at a premi-
um. Made in the Midwest, loved across the country. Includes sock, tube, 
and lifetime warranty.

orviS rodS
orviS reCon $425
The Orvis Recon is sub - $500 rod that offers extreme 
lightweight performance at a variety of distances. 
Because of this, it won the 2015 Fly Fisherman best 
mid-priced rod category. Check out the 7’ll” 8-weight. An 
awesome small water streamer rod, bass rod, and Night 
Fishing Rod. I personally liked it with a heavy 7-weight 
floating line. Made in Vermont. Includes sock and tube 
and Orvis’ 25-year guarantee. 4 wt.-9 wt.

orviS helioS 2 $795
The Helios 2 is a star. It has won numerous accolades, is unbelievably light, and is near the top in every shoot-
out and review. Orvis says this rod is 20% stronger and lighter than the original Helios, with a 100% increase 
in tip strength. The tip-flex will offer a lightning quick delivery and a very tight loop. The mid-flex will perform 
better in close. The sum total is a line of rods that is unmatched in their universality. Made in Vermont. Includes 
sock and carbon fiber tube. 25-year guarantee. Available in 2-14 wt.

 
 
 
 
orviS Super Fine glaSS  $395
This Orvis Super Fine Glass has developed a well-earned cult following because they are quick enough to 
make graphite lovers swoon. New this year is the 8’6” 6-weight. It is a dynamite and dynamic dry fly rod for 
the Au Sable in June. This is an excellent line of fly rods for folks that like to wade and explore medium to 
small water, or to stalk the shoreline in the evening for bank-feeding trout. Made in Vermont. Includes sock 
and tube. 25-year guarantee. Available in 3-6 wt.
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rod reel line

Make any rod, reel and line a combo

Buy any Made in America rod, along with any reel in this catalog, and we’ll throw in the line for free. You pick the line, 
and we’ll even load it for you. If ordering online, simply add the rod and reel to your cart, and in the comments section, 
let us know what line you want and what hand you reel with. 

g. looMiS nrX  $745
G.Loomis is kind of an enigma to us midwesterners. But we 
decided to give them a shot, and we’re glad we did. This is the 
rod that put G. Loomis back on the map. The NRX is sneaky 
powerful and smooth throughout the stroke, giving you incred-
ible casting range, line control and accuracy. This rod is not a 
broom handle! It has feel throughout. 4 wt.-8 wt.

g. looMiS aSquith  $1000
A fast, light, tigh-looping rod that will compare favorable with just about any other fast, light, tigh-looping rod.  The 
Asquith series is the culmination of global cooperation in design, materials, and manufacturing techniques. Built on 
Shimano’s proprietary Spiral X platform, the Asquith boasts superb power transfer from tip to hand, quick recovery, 
and increased sensitivity. Designed by world casting champion Steve Rajeff. With fast actions, generous power levels, 
titanium guides, and exceptionally light swing weight, all rods in the series excel in fishing situations where developing 
high line speed and making precise casts means success. 4 wt.-8 wt.  

MyStiC reaper $279, 7 & 8 $289
A very Michigan rod, The Reaper fly rod is the perfect example of exceptional perfor-
mance built into a mid-priced rod. The Mystic Reaper is highly regarded in the industry 
as being a top-notch fast action fly fishing rod. With the Reaper series, Mystic has 
created a rocket launcher of a fly rod that redefines what “fast action” should really be all 
about. When you need a powerful rod with less flex to bring in fish more quickly. 8’6” 4, 
9’ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 wts.
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Keystone Rod Company: 
Fine Bamboo Fly Rod

It’s great to see maker Duane McKenzie getting national 
recognition for his bamboo rods. He’s our rodmaker at the 
shop, and we try to represent him well. Duane’s tapers 
are his own, and modeled after Dickerson tapers. He likes 
them to flex though the ferrule area in the middle of the 
rod, but have a firm butt section. These are wood rods that 
are built for the modern angler. They are medium action 
(which, in the grand scheme of bamboo, is pretty darn 
fast), with great recovery, and a lot of power. Simply put, 
they are a joy to cast. Noted rod dealer Carmine Lisella, of 
The Jordan-Mills Rod Co., says “Bamboo work is perfect, 
ferrule fit is perfect, finish is perfect, and it is a dry fly 
dream in the hand. Believe we all need to recognize this 
maker for his workmanship, attention to detail, and intuitive 
design sense.” It doesn’t get much better than that. 

All rods are $1200 unless otherwise marked, and have second tip, tube, and bag.

7’6”	4/5	weight,	2-pc,	2-tip	(7613) - a perfect all-around Au Sable rod with enough power to throw a long line.
7’3”	4/5	weight,	2-pc,	2	tip - A slick, quick rod for spring creek-type fishing.
8’ 6/7 weight - a great boat rod, drake rod, or all-around bigger fly rod for trout.
7’6” 6 weight - A superb length and weight not offered in modern rods. Gives you plenty of power for small stream/
big fish/big fly situations.
6’6” 4 weight - I own and love this rod for “creeking” - 
JG
8’6”	7/8	3	pc	“Canadian	Canoe”	- great bass bug-
ging rod... $1300 This rod throws a long line well enough 
to change opinions on bamboo. 
8’6”	8/9	weight,	2-pc,	2-tip,	with	fighting	butt	- 
steelhead, salmon, or other big game.

Bauer rX
Featuring an open, contemporary aesthetic while bringing back the classic MXP teardrop 
design, the RX series is built on two different size drag packages. Four lighter reels handling 
2 wt. through 8 wt. lines and three larger reels, with five times the drag surface area, for 8 wt. 
through 13 wt lines. The RX carbon fiber sealed drag delivers silky smooth performance in all 
conditions. Designed, manufactured, and handcrafted in Oregon, USA. The new contempo-
rary RX is true high performance elegance. RX 1: 3/4/5, RX 2 4/5/6, RX3: 6/7/8.  $425, $435, 
$465

Bauer CFX
The CFX hybrid encompasses the retro look of the original award winning Mackenzie and 
the sealed carbon fiber disc drag of the RX. The reel features a simple narrow profile with 
classic multi-sized porting. The V-Arbor spool rotates on sealed, precision stainless steel ball 
bearings and retains the star drag knob when removed from the reel frame. The carbon fiber 
composite drag system delivers silky smooth performance at all settings and requires no 
maintenance. CFX1: 3/4/5, CFX2: 5/6, CFX3: 6/7.  $345, $360, $375.
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nautiluS X
Replacing the 
HUGELY popular 
FWX, the X features 
the same basic pros 
of the FWX, and 
weighs even less. 
This reel is pushing 
the limits of what 
you can get made in America for under $400. Winner of the 
FFTD Best in Show for reels (both fresh and salt), you’re 
going to see a lot of these this year. The X design allows 
you to palm the rim for a little extra pressure while keeping 
your drag turned light. Black and red, or titanium and red. 
Made in the USA. 3-5wt. $275, 4-6wt. $275, 6-8 wt. $345, 
7-9wt.  $395

hatCh FinatiC reel
Our best-selling high-end reels, these purr through even the biggest fish run. 
From trout to tarpon, these reels perform, reliably, every day. The Hatch Finatic 
series reels have a sealed drag system that requires no maintinance and is keeps 
sand and grit out. Made in the USA of high quality machined aluminum, this reel 
is ready for a lifetime of service. Available in black or silver. For silver reels please 
specify center insert color, (red, black, blue, or green). Size 1+ (0-2 wt. $350), 
2+(3-4 wt. $380), 3+(4-5wt. $400), 4+(5-6wt. $450), 5+(5-7wt. $500), 7+(7-9wt. 
$600), 9+(8-10wt. $750).

roSS Colorado
All you need meets all you’d want, at least to us Gates.  A nice 
healthy click drag that can be easily palmed.  Light, simple.  
This reel only uses 15 parts, all of which were designed and 
machined in Montrose, Colorado. Black or platinum, 3/4, 4/5, 
5/6, 7/8.  $285

roSS evolution
We love the looks of this one.  The Evolution R features a fully sealed carbon fiber 
drag with an industry-best power-to-weight ratio. Encased in a super lightweight 
frame, all models are less than 4.5oz. The innovative shape of the ultra-large arbor 
spool is engineered to force the even winding of the line across the face of the 
spool as it is retrieved - something never before seen in a fly reel.  Ross Reels is 
back on track.  Between this and the Colorado, their strongest showing since the 
San Miguel days. Black or platinum, 0/3,3/4,4/5.  $455

orviS Battenkill diSC
This reel just makes sense.  It has a ton of drag, it’s simple, it costs less than $200, and it looks like a Battenkill 
reel should look. This latest Battenkill Disc version is true to its heritage in looks and performance, but updated 
with the latest in design improvements and a significantly more powerful drag. The porting and finish pay 
unmistakable homage to the Battenkills of the past, but this reel incorporates our best-selling mid-arbor design. 
Underneath that mid arbor is the same sealed drag system found in the Hydros SL incorporating six interacting 
carbon and stainless drag surfaces. Positive click drag is simple and easy to adjust. The reel is built of 6061-T6 
aircraft aluminum with an ergonomic Delrin handle and changing from left to right hand retrieve is simple. In 
black nickel. Imported. I - $149, II - $159, III - $169, IV - $179, V - $199.
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You’ve got articulated 
streamers hanging from the 
lampshade on your desk. You 
think in terms of black, white, 
or olive. The term conehead 
doesn’t refer to an old comedy 
sketch. We get it. And that’s 
why SA designed the Mastery 
Titan. If you have an all-encom-
passing need to throw big flies 
for big fish, then look no further. 
This fly line is made for you. 
6-10 wt. $79.95

The Mastery Trout line is ideally 
suited for chasing browns, rain-
bows, cutthroats, and any other 
trout you can imagine. Perfect 
for dry flies and ideal for smaller 
nymphs and streamers, the 
Mastery Trout is one of our main-
stays and has helped anglers 
catch trout from the mountains of 
Germany to the swampy streams 
of Michigan. We love this line on 
the Winston BIIILS rods! Has Line 
ID right on the line for easy line 
identification. 2-6 wt. Optic green/
green.  $74.95

We’re excited about this fly line! 
For years, the gold standard in the 
Scientific Anglers lineup was the 
GPX taper. From tossing small dries 
to slinging huge streamers, the GPX 
could do it all. But all good things 
must come to an end. Built a half-size 
heavy, the MPX taper starts where the 
GPX left off. Redesigned with more 
mass toward the front of the head, 
the MPX provides the same benefits 
of the GPX, with an added emphasis 
on presentation. From poppers to sul-
phurs, this is an awesome all-around 
fly line. Has Line ID system on the line 
for easy identification. 3-8 wt. Amber/
willow.  $74.95

Sa MaStery 
titan

Sa MaStery 
trout

Sa MaStery MpX

Sa SharkWave gpX
Built a half-size heavy, the GPX taper coupled with Sharkwave technology is one of 
the fastest shooting, most accurate lines you’ll find. Ideal for everything from drakes 
to hoppers, and even throwing bass bugs and streamers. Our favorite for chucking 
rubber bugs at the grassy banks. Has Line ID for easy line identification. 
Stealth color. 3 wt.-8 wt. $99.95

Sa SharkWave ultiMate trout
An awesome every-distance line for the angler of snobby trout. The textured 
distance casts further with less effort, sure, and some might find the noise 
unnerving, but the real gem here is how quickly you can work between dis-
tances when working a pod of trout. The compound design provides enough 
weight up front to turn over flies, while the extended rear taper gives you 
excellent line control throughout the drift. Has Line ID right on the line for easy 
line identication. Stealth color. 3-7 wt. $99.95

orviS hydroS trout
A fly-line that surprised us. A very simple, easy casting line that performs well in 
a variety of situations, and adapts well to different fly rod flexes. Welded loops, 
and line ID. 3-6 wt. WF or DT. $79

orviS hydroS hd trout
A similar line to the Hydros, but with HD texturing for less friction and greater 
line speed. High floating, easy casting, welded loops. A very user friendly line, 
with Orvis Line ID system. Line weights 3-6. $98
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intouCh rio gold 
A great all-around fly line! The InTouch RIO Gold has a taper design that gives incredible loop 
stability at distance and a front taper that delivers perfect presentation of flies between sizes 
#2 and #22. The ultra-low stretch ConnectCore provides groundbreaking levels of sensitivity 
for intuitively better cast timing, easier line lift and sharp, precise mends. 3-7 wt. $89.95
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SCientiFiC anglerS aMplitude MpX 
Fave new line for 2017. The first series of lines to feature the revolutionary AST PLUS 
slickness additive, the Amplitude series will shoot farther and last longer than any other line 
on the market (we’re trying out this theory right now!)  It’s slickness down to a science.Built 
a half-size heavy, the MPX taper starts where the GPX left off. Redesigned with more mass 
toward the front of the head, the MPX provides the same benefits of the GPX, with an added 
emphasis on presentation. The power is still there, only with an added bit of finesse. We love the MPX for 
almost all modern  medium-fast action rods. Hopefully SA will release a Trout taper for those anglers that like 
mid-full flex actions. WF-3-F though WF-9-F.  $129.95

airFlo StreaMer MaX Short 
After a whole bunch of personal test runs, I believe this -- and the 30-footer -- are 
the best sinking lines out there.  They don’t coil.  They’re fat and easy to use on 
cold days.  Did I mention they don’t coil?  Well, not much.  Most of the streamer 
anglers in the state are making the switch. WF5 – WF10.  $84.99

rio lightline
Something for you ‘booers out there! The Light Line is designed for slower action rods, es-
pecially fiberglass and bamboo. RIO’s LightLine has been designed to load slower, more 
traditional action fly rods such as bamboo, glass and the more “Classic” flexing graphite 
rods. Built to precisely match the industry line standards, this line will not overload such 
rods – even at longer range. Available in WF or DT, 2-6 wt.  $74.95

rio intouCh Sink tip
Puts the low-stretch line right where you need it, between you and your streamer! A unique, fat-
ter body section eliminates the “kick” usually associated with casting sink tip lines. The supple 
floating body section allows anglers to easily mend and control the way the fly fishes, making it 
ideal for river anglers. 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 grain line weights available.  $89.95

rio intouCh perCeption
A quick, easy-loading, line! RIO’s revolutionary RIO InTouch Perception floating trout line helps 
anglers connect with more fish than ever before. Built with ultra-low stretch ConnectCore Tech-
nology, Perception lines provide groundbreaking levels of sensitivity for intuitively better cast 
timing, easier line lift and sharp, precise mends. Lack of stretch also means enhanced detection 
of subtle takes and faster reaction time when setting the hook. 4-7 wt.  $89.95

rio intouCh trout lt
You’ll get better drifts with this line. Not for the distance caster, the InTouch Trout LT (Light 
Touch) WF line is available in both double taper, and weight forward profiles, and features 
a long, fine front taper for the lightest of presentations and perfect roll casts. The ultra-low 
stretch ConnectCore provides groundbreaking levels of sensitivity for intuitively better cast 
timing, easier line lift and sharp, precise mends. 1-5 wt., WF or DT.  $89.95

airFlo StreaMer MaX long 
Michigan preferred:  sinking lines get your fly to the target and keep them in the 
zone while aggressively stripping line. This lines smooth transition from full sink to 
intermediate running line keeps you in direct contact when working the fly. 200gr 
(pale mint) WF6/7, 250gr (pale peach) WF7/8, 300gr (lichen) WF8/9.  $94.99
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orviS enCounter paCkage
Our preferred introductory set to fly fishing. We have started many 
fly fishers out with these outfits. Well balanced, and thoughtfully 
put together. Includes rod, reel, line, leader. Just assemble, and go 
fishing. Available in 8’6” 5 wt. or 9’ 5 wt. $169

 

hatCh noMad plierS
Winner of the 2015 Field & Stream Best of the Best 
Award, the Nomad Pliers are awesome. Hatch builds ev-
erything to be the best. Cutters. Pliers. Beautiful leather 
holster. And a bungee. Aluminum, Tungsten Carbide, and 
1704 Stainless Steel combine to make these worthy of 
their price tag. Available in clear, blue, black or red. $300

hatCh nipperS
Into the great nipper wars Hatch has waded, bringing 
their finest technology and thoughtfulness and attention 
to detail. Stunning. Replaceable jaws. Robust design. 
And hook-eye needle. Available in Clear, Red, Blue, 
Black Includes lanyard. $100

rio euro nyMph leader
While we offer a full selection of leader and tippets, not listed in this catalog, this 
product is unique enough to make the cut. We find this the best Euro style leader 
for the Au Sable. The white butt section leads into an indicator section that is so 
easy to follow. It ends a tippet ring for fast attachment. Makes tight-line nyphing 
very easy! $9.95
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patagonia rio 
gallegaS Wader
There’s a lot to love about these waders. 
We’ve been test driving them for the last two 
years. Starting at the bottom: Merino-lined 
booties, built in knee pads (more valuable than 
you think!), suspension system, hand warmer 
pockets. Then the finest moment in wader 
pocket history: internal pockets and loops to 
stick drinks, boxes, clip zingers and tippet 
spool holders, stash cell phones or gloves. 
Featuring Patagonia’s H2NO technology. 
Patagonia put everything into these waders. 
They are individually numbered so they can 
be tracked from the factory. Every step of their 
construction has a paper trail. They want 99% 
error proof construction. S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
short, regular or tall. Call or email for sizing 
information!  $499

orviS SilverSoniC ConvertiBle top
We LOVE these waders. Under $300. Convertible. Durable. Instead of stitching, 
the seams are welded together. The most versatile welded waders on the 
market today. Fish dry, and know you’ll stay that way. These are hard-wearing, 
breathable, everyday waders for the serious angler. The innovative suspension 
system easily converts to waist highs in seconds, a perfect feature for warm 
spring afternoons. Wader belt and traditional suspender option. S, MS, M, ML, 
LS, L, LL, XLS, XL, XLL, XLXLong, XXLS, XXL.  $279

SiMMS headWaterS pro WaderS
Best new waders for 2017.  Loaded with features, but what you need to know is 
simple: Made in Montana, Made by Simms, under $400.  Simms’ new Headwaters™ 
Pro Stockingfoots are handcrafted from 3-layer GORE-TEX® Pro fabric and powered 
by our industry-leading G3 Guide™ architecture. Patented front- and back-leg seam 
construction boosts both mobility and durability on the trail and in the flow. Pass 
through handwarmer pockets provide a cold-weather sanctuary, while chest storage 
pockets provide ample capacity for tools and fly boxes. Highly considered details 
include accessory activation via an internal zipper carrier built to synch with Simms’ 
Tippet Tender™ pocket (sold separately); adjustable 1.5″ elastic suspenders with 
opposing buckles for waist-high conversion; and belt loops with multiple height options 
for superior fit. Abrasion bucking, built-in gravel guards and anatomical hourglass 
stocking feet round out this IFTD 2016 award-winning wader. Sizes S, M, MS, MK, 
ML, L9-11, L12-13, LS, LK, XL, XLS, XLK, XXL.  $399.95
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Redesigned in 2015, this ever-popular wader is also the 
gold standard. Some of the highlights: 3-layer Gore-Tex Pro 
upper, 5-layer Gore-Tex Pro legs, handwarmer pockets, tabs 
for retractors and zingers, removable Tippet Tender pocket, 
dual entry zipper, retractor docking stations, and a generous 
front pocket that will hold three cans of beer side-by-side, or 
bug spray, or two fly boxes. This is the best wader for those 
that like to fish right out of their waders, without vest or pack. 
S, SK, M, MS, MK, MKS, ML, L(9-11 shoe), L(12-13 shoe), 
LS, LK, LKS, LL(9-11), LL(12-13), XL, XLS, XLK, XLL, XXL. 
Confusing, we know. Call us for sizing help. We usually 
have every size in stock and want to get your perfect fit. 
Made in America! $499.95

SiMMS g3 guide StoCkingFoot

SiMMS WoMenS’ 
FreeStone StoCkingFoot
A very popular wader, and priced just right. Great fit, durable 
4-layer Toray Technology, universal. Easily converts to a 
waist-high wader. Handwarming pocket, zipper interface for 
attaching the Tippet Tender Pocket or the Waterproof Wader 
Pouch, built in gravel guards. A great wader, and very perfectly 
priced. S, SF (small-full), SS, M, MS, MF, L, LS LF, XL. Call us 
for sizing questions -- we can help! $249.95

SiMMS FreeStone 
Z StoCkingFoot
This wader was a hit right out of the gate, and now some of 
our guides are using (and loving) them as well. The zipper is 
air (and water) tight (wouldn’t be much use if it wasn’t.) 4-layer 
Toray laminate construction. Handwarmer pockets that double 
as fly box storage, “docking” stations on the front. There’s a lot 
of wader here for the price. The first time you have to dig for 
your phone, or your fishing license, or your keys, or just have 
to mark a tree, you’ll be glad you got 
“the ones with the zipper.” S, M, MK, L, LK, XL, XXL. 
 Call us if you have sizing questions! $399.95
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patagonia 
ultralight Boot
Patagonias ultralight wading boots only 
weigh 38 oz, making them significantly 
lighter than the competition. They have a 
sticky rubber bottom that has proven popu-
lar, and they are just SO COMFORTABLE! 
Very quick drying, and keeps the sand and 
the silt out. 8-14, in whole sizes only. $189 
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SiMMS WoMenS’ vapor Boot
Lightweight, secure, and built like a hiking boot. These have 
been hugely popular in both mens and womens models. 
Probably the most comfortable walking/wading boot Simms 
makes. Has something called Vibram Megagrip on the outsole, 
which works well on our rivers. Need more grip on slippery river 
bottoms: add the aluminum studs. We can install them for you.  
5-12, whole sizes only. $179.95

SiMMS FreeStone Boot
A time-tested favorite that is the best price-point boot on the market. 
Has all the technology you could want, and they last forever. Neo-
prene lined so your foot slips right into the boot. Synthetic leather and 
scratch rubber upper protects the foot and the toes. Vibram soled 
-- considering adding aluminum studs. We are happy to install them 
before we ship your boot. 7-16 (and we carry 15s and 16s). $169.95

SiMMS g3 guide Boot
Still my favorite boot. Pricey, yes. But they hold the ankle better than any 
boot, and won’t tighten up when it gets dry like its predecessor (a friend 
used to keep his in a bucket of water so they wouldn’t “shrink” -- I threw 
mine into a garbage can in New Zealand). The nubuck leather is water-
proof. The interior is lined with neoprene so the foot slides in more easily 
than any boot on the market. Vibram sole -- consider adding aluminum 
studs...we can install them for you. 7-14, whole sizes only. $229.95

SiMMS headWaterS pro Boot
Simms’ new Headwaters® Pro Boot brings trusted traction 
and durable performance to the pursuit. Waterproof nubuck 
leather with a scratch rubber upper combine to limit line-snares 
while winning the war against wear and tear. Dual-density EVA 
midsoles minimize shock. The angler-appreciated Headwaters® 
platform maximizes underfoot stability. Finally, Vibram® Idrogrip 
outsoles have ESS plates for improved cleat retention. They 
also help bolster grip on the slipperiest trails and streams thanks 
to proprioception engineering that puts more rubber in contact 
with the river bottom. Size 7-14. $199.95
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FiShpond thunderhead SuBMerSiBle
The perfect size bag for your next adventure whether it’s on a flats boat 
or running whitewater (or floating the Au Sable on that perfect rainy day). 
With its water-tight construction you can rest assured that your gear will 
be safe. 39L (2,379 Cu. In.), 2.6 lbs, 21” x 12.5” x 11”. $299.95

FiShpond BliZZard Cooler
For quick access of up to 18 cans of your favorite beverage, the 
Blizzard combines multi-layer construction and rugged materials to 
create a highly efficient and durable soft-sided cooler that will keep 
beverages and foods cold for many hours. The “quick access” hatch 
allows you to grab what you need quickly, without letting cold air 
escape. The perfect cooler choice for anglers, hunters, and outdoor 
enthusiasts. 1,035 cu. in., 11.5” x 9” x 10”. $79.95

FiShpond WeStWater roll top dry Bag
Plain and simply, the Westwater Roll Top Dry Bag keeps things dry. You want 
to get more complex? Ok, it’s also extremely light, has a clear window for 
identifying what’s inside, has a built-in D-ring for hooking on an accessory or 
keeping it in place. 23’’ x 13.5’’, 2,623 cu. in. $45.95

FiShpond CaStaWay roll top gear Bag
A great stash and go that is strong enough to double as luggage.  When size 
and functionality are of the utmost importance, the castaway will pull through. 
Designed to fit the hatches of most flats boats, and to function efficiently on 
rafts and drift boats. With its roll-top closure, valuable gear such as cameras 
and optics will remain dry with its water-tight closure. With the removable 
padded interior, this bag can pack flat in luggage while you bring it on your 
next trip headed to fish the flats or float the big water. 2.35 lbs., 12L (732 Cu. 
In.), 13.5”x 10”x9”. $189.95

FiShpond JaCkalope
Ditch the rod tubes and just bring the socks! Securely fit more rods with less space in this almost indestruc-
tible carry system alternative. Feel confident your valuable rods will arrive safely no matter how you ship 
them. Lightweight hexagon interior walls create the greatest protection for up to six 9ft 4-piece rods. 2.3 
LBS, Interior: 29.5” x 3.75” Diameter.   $109.95
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A classic design with some slick features gives this bag multiple 
purposes. Use it for long distance travel...or as your back-of-the-truck 
bag. The separate Wet Storage compartment houses waders and boots 
while in transit, and the easy-access dry storage section safely stows 
everything from layering pieces to month’s worth of fishing parapher-
nalia. Additional angler appreciated features include side organization 
pockets, tuckable exterior rod-tube holders, and a bomber waterproof 
TPU bottom. $199.95

SiMMS dry Creek roll-top Bag
A completely waterproof bag with a window to see what you thought you for-
got. Beats digging around for bug spray in the black hole that is your ordinary 
waterproof roll-top. $79.95

SiMMS dry Creek Z BaCkpaCk
Just like the sling, but a full-on backpack (and 25L capacity), this pack 
is great for fly-fishers, but poses a problem. It’s expensive. Here’s 
some justification: great for photographers, or for carrying your comput-
er. Great for field work, birding, or keeping the kids’ spare jackets dry. 
See? $299.95

SiMMS dry Creek Sling paCk
A huge waterpoof sling pack (12L) with interior stretch-mesh pockets, exte-
rior lash points, exterior bungees for storing wet stuff. Comfortable to wear, 
and HUGE. Submersible. $229.95

SiMMS headWaterS taCkle Bag
Tailgate, driftboat, riveboat or canoe, get all your stuff in one 
place and then take it fishing. Has DWR coating (water resis-
tance) and a waterproof bottom. If you suffer from “where’s my 
sulphur box?” every May, well...$179.95
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FiShpond SuMMit Sling
Has tons of well-thought out storage, yet is very compact and out of the way. Sling 
packs outsell all other packs for a reason: they stay out of the way. This pack has a 
built in net sleeve that is unlike anything on the market and allows an angler to carry 
almost any sized net, long or short handle, and forget that it’s there. $99.95

patagonia veSt Front Sling
Our favorite sling over the last few years. Most of us only fish out of one or two 
boxes. This sling allows the angler to keep the heavy-use boxes up front (no 
slinging required) and frees up the back for all kinds of storage. Has water-
proof pouch, felt-lined sunglass pocket (you’ll use it more than you think), drink 
holder, and plenty of room, spare straps, etc. Dries fast. Is very light. And so 
on. Highly recommended. $89

SiMMS g4 taCtiCal hip paCk 
Less weight, more reason to charge farther and fish longer. Simms’ G4 Pro® 
Tactical Hip Pack is powered by an ultra-rugged rip-stop exterior with an intuitive 
interior anatomy. Under the hood, divider mesh pockets organize gear, while a 
thirst-conquering Simms water bottle (included) rides along in a fitted nesting 
pocket. Plier holster and a magnetic tool port amplify access and storage. And 
a removable padded shoulder and side-secure straps enhance all-day comfort. 
Black, Boulder. $149.95

SiMMS g4 pro Sling paCk
Slings are very popular. The reason: because 
they just make so much sense. You sling them 
to get what you need, and then you sling them 
out of the way. The G4 takes everything Simms 
knows about slings and aims for perfection. 
Water resistant lining, fold down workbench, 
magnetic tool ports, a net carry system, and a 
very comfortable shoulder strap.  $179.95

Boulder
Black

FiShpond CerveZa SidekiCk
A smaller version of the caddie. Hang it on your boat, cooler, raft, canoe, or around the 
house. Hang it around your neck and go fishing. Perfect. $69.95

FiShpond driFtBoat Caddie
Why didn’t we think of it? Hang it on the gunnel of your boat and have everything out 
of the way but at-the-ready. Hang it on a Yeti. Put it in your raft. On your canoe. Next 
to your tying bench. Even holds your drink! Now that’s my kind of caddie. Highly 
Recommended! $99.95
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SiMMS Challenger taCkle Bag lg
Simms’ new Challenger Tackle Bag is a clutter killer that puts wayward fishing gear in its proper place. A 
transparent zippered lid allows you see what’s where, while quick-stash tuck-away handles make for a more 
streamlined piece. Rugged architecture stems from a Teflon-coated nylon exterior combined with a water-re-
sistant bottom. Additionally, interior fold-down dividers conquer clutter. External stash zipper pockets increase 
capacity. And a detachable shoulder strap enhances carrying convenience. Available in two sizes: Large 
swallows up to eight 3700-size Plano® tackle boxes; Small fits up to three. $99 small, $149.95 large.

SiMMS Bounty hunter rod/
reel CaSe - Single
Keep vital fishing gear stowed and secure with the Bounty 
Hunter Single Rod/Reel Case. Premium protection stems 
from rugged 1680D dobby ballistic fabric and high-density 
plastic tubing with a DWR finish. Inside the case, store up to one 
4-piece, 10-foot rod or size-appropriate switch and mini-speys. Highly 
considered features include an interior loop field for retiring flies at day’s end and 
a convenient reel carriage for carrying up to one large salt reel. In addition, removable 
Velcro rod-wrap straps cut clutter, and a detachable/adjustable shoulder strap and padded handle 
deliver grab-and-go convenience. A retractable luggage tag comes standard. $89.95

SiMMS Bounty hunter rod/reel CaSe - 2 pieCe
We like the 2-piece rod holders for 4-piece rods. Reel the fly to the tip, break the rod in half, and throw 
in the truck.  Keeps rods safe while bouncing down the Mason Tract. The rugged exterior is engineered 
from 1680D dobby ballistic fabric and high-density plastic tubing. Interior highlights include a loop field for 
attaching flies at day’s end. Removable Velcro rod-wrap straps cut clutter. And, finally, a detachable, ad-
justable shoulder strap and centered-padded handle deliver comfort and grab-and-go convenience, while a 
retractable luggage tag carriers your vital info while in transit. $119.95

SiMMS Bounty hunter 
rod/reel CaSe - 4 pieCe
Precious cargo requires on-the-go protection that won’t quit. 
Enter Simms’ Bounty Hunter Double Rod/Reel Case, built 
from 1680D dobby ballistic fabric and high-density plastic tubing. 
Inside the case, source deftly executed storage for up to two 4-piece, 
10-foot singlehanders—or size-appropriate switch and mini-speys. Highly 
considered features include a savvy loop field for attaching flies at day’s end and a 
reel carriage that fits up to 2 large salt reels. In addition, removable Velcro rod-wrap straps 
cut clutter, and detachable, adjustable shoulder strap and centered-padded handles deliver 
appreciated grab-and-go convenience. A retractable luggage tag comes standard. $99.95

Large Small
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Yeti
a. yeti loWBall
This Rambler is in class all its own... Makes the happy hour cocktail, after 
dinner drink, and even morning coffee taste so much better. You can get a 
lid separate but you might not need it. This is the perfect sipping size. 10 oz. 
$24.99

B. yeti ColSter
The ultimate in coozies. The Colster keeps 12 oz. bottles and cans insulated 
and protects against sweating beverages. Also keeping your hands dry and 
not frostbitten. $29.99

C. yeti raMBlerS
YETI is synonomous with cold drinks. These mugs will keep your drink hot, or 
cold, depending on what you start with. It is really the best travel mug on the 
planet. Made of durable kitchen grade stainless steel, you will be amazed! 
20 oz $29.99, 30 oz $39.99

orviS WaterprooF Sling
Best selling sling in an updated version, waterproof, TPU coated 500D nylong, YKK flex-
seal zipper, large main compartment with interior pockets, padded and adjustable shoulder 
stap with gear station and forcep pocket, tippet bar loops, compatible with Orvis Tippet Bar, 
internal hook and loop strip to attach waterproof pocet, D ring for landing net, water bottle 
pocket with elastic security cord, messenger strap to secure bag from swinging around, 
back panel with embossed channels for ventilation. $219

SiMMS Bounty hunter 
reel pouCh
Luxury digs for hardworking reels, the Bounty Hunter Mesh 
Pouch features 3mm neoprene side panels to protect anod-
ized rims. The coated mesh architecture allows you to hose 
reels without removing them from the rod, while lines dry 
quickly when on the move. Available in two sizes for large- 
and medium-size reels. Med: $14.95,  Large: $19.95.

Medium

Large

SiMMS Bounty hunter reel CaSe
Premium protection for reels.  DWR water resistant finish.  Bomber 1680D Ballistic Fabric  
(in case you have to use these as a shield when your buddy ties on a huge streamer). Three 
sizes. Small ($39.95) holds 2 reels, Medium ($59.95) up to 6, and Large ($99.95) up to 10.

A B

C

Medium LargeSmall
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riverS oF Sand
About the rivers and lakes of the Northern Lower Peninsula of Michigan. 
Essays and descriptions of techniques. One of Michigan’s notable books. I’m 
not too good at describing it, but some people like it. $24.95

Body oF Water
New,	Awesome,	and	needs	to	be	in	your	library!	
Has been praised by Harrison, has been compared to McGuane.  Booklist 
says that “fishing literature has a new star.”  A new book by Michigan native 
-- and former Gates Lodge shop rat -- Chris Dombrowski.  This is a can’t 
miss, must have, fly fishing read.  Chris is a poet of international renown...
as well as an awesome guide.  My favorite new book of any stripe. $24

gateS lodge Wine 
and SCotCh glaSSeS
Our wine and scotch glasses, like our beer 
mugs, are well-suited to their jobs. 
Both make great gifts. Wine Glass $21.99, 
Rocks Glass $19.99

gateS lodge Beer Mug
Big, solid mug with our logo hand engraved 
by Cheryl Lowes. Great for the end of the day. 
Not recommended for the beginning. $21.99

Strip - Set
George Daniel is one of the most respected voices in fly fishing today. He’s also a 
passionate streamer angler. Some fishing books you read and wonder if the author 
ever really tried some of the techniques. Having fished with George several times, I 
can attest that he has not only tried them, he’s a master at them. He’s a good friend 
of the lodge, and teaches at least one class a year. Streamer fishing is everywhere 
right now. It’s also confusing, and full of hubris. George cuts through that. You’ll learn 
from this book. Can’t recommend it enough. $44.95

hatCh guide For upper MidWeSt StreaMS
The midwest fly-fishers aquatic insect bible. Anne’s book is loaded with color 
photos, has every stage and iteration of insect, features imitations of the naturals, 
and is small enough to carry with you on the stream. We use this thing at least once 
a week in the fly shop. It belongs in the library of every dry-fly fisher east of the 
Mississippi. $24.95
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a. SiMMS g3 guide JaCket
Offers some cool techy upgrades on the Guide Jacket: Dry Cuff keeps water out of the sleeves, zippered front pockets 
(7 pockets in total), tuck away hood, and still shaves a few ounces. The outside pockets come in handy for split shot/
tippet spools/etc. 3-layer Gore Tex. M, L, XL, XXL.  $449.95
B. SiMMS riFFle JaCket
The baby brother to the Guide Jacket, the Riffle jacket is a 3-layer Toray that is fully waterproof/breatheable. This 
jacket is full of features, and at the price-point, very hard to beat: fully taped seams, hand-warmeer pocket, double 
chest pockets and two internal chest pockets for storing large fly boxes. Lighter than both the Guide and G3 jackets. 
M, LG, XL, XXL.  $249.95
C. patagonia WoMenS re-tool Snap-t po
We don’t carry a lot of women’s wear -- we just don’t have the space.  But when we do, it’s because we think it’s great.  
This cozy hip-length fleece was the first thing we reached for in the morning—and the last to come off at night. The 
exceedingly soft Re-Tool Snap-T® Pullover is made of lightweight, deep-pile Polartec® Thermal Pro® polyester fleece 
(51% recycled) with extra-long fibers that retain warmth without bulk. Details include a classic Snap-T® chest pocket 
with a nylon flap, a stand-up collar, nylon-reinforced placket with 4 hidden snaps, a toasty warm side-entry kangaroo 
pocket and feminine seaming. Tailored Grey, Nickel X, XS,S,M,L.  $119
d. patagonia river Salt JaCket
Slim, trim, line-snag proof design.  Made with Patagonia’s extra-tough H2No® Performance Standard 4-layer, 5.4-oz 
wader fabric with a waterproof/breathable barrier and a NanoSphere® DWR (durable water repellent) finish, this is 
the burliest waterproof/breathable fishing jacket on the market. The waterproof, corrosion-resistant YKK® Vislon® 
Aquaguard front zipper and watertight adjustable cuffs seal out wind-driven precip. Three large, streamlined front 
pockets hold fly boxes, close with coated, water-repellent zips and won’t snag flying line on the shoot.  We feel this is 
one of the better fitting rain jackets out there. Ash Tan, M, L, XL, XXL.  $349
e. patagonia MiniMaliSt Wading JaCket
Persistence is often the key to successful fishing, but it’s tough to persist when you’re tired or wet. Patagonia’s 
Minimalist Wading Jacket keeps you on the water longer with a rare combination of heavy-duty rain protection and 
ultralight performance. Made from durable H2No® Performance Standard 2.5-layer, 100% recycled nylon ripstop fabric 
with a waterproof/breathable barrier and DWR (durable water repellent) finish—and now featuring corrosion-resistant 
zippers and updated styling—the Minimalist sheds weather like other premium fly fishing jackets but at half the weight. 
Two large upper fly-box pockets with highly water-repellent zips haul essential gear; underneath are two handwarm-
er pockets to keep your off hand warm during the swing. Add in a fully adjustable hood and cuffs, plus a bungee 
drawcord at the waist, and it’s clear: the Minimalist is everything you need and not an ounce more.  Nice stash-and-go 
jacket for when you don’t trust the weatherman. M-XXL.  $199
F. patagonia r1 Wading pantS
We’ve looked at a lot of wading pants…these are just right. They aren’t oppressively heavy, the grid interior disperses 
your body heat and also wicks moisture away. Elastic waistband is nice -- these fit and wear more like pajamas than 
like underwear, and are 41% recycled material. Does double duty as wear-around-the-house pants. Great for skiing 
and other outdoor activities. Highly recommended!  $99
g. SiMMS Superlight pant
Our favorite wading pants. On their own or under waders, the Superlight dries so fast you’ll forget you were even in 
the water. Surprisingly tough. Keeps you cool in the heat. Inseam is 32” (I’m a 34” inseam and these fit fine). M-XXL. 
$69.95
h. SiMMS eXStreaM Wading SoCk
The Simms ExStream wading sock is the warmest, best, most cozy wading sock on the market. S 5- 71/2, M 8-91/2, 
L10-111/2, XL 12-131/2. $29.95
i. SiMMS Wading SoCk
The wear-anywhere sock. It’s May, and you’re going fishing after work. Put this sock on in the morning, and take it off 
after the spinnerfall. 76% wool, 22% nylon, 2% spandex. Medium, LG, XL.  $24.95
J. SiMMS liner SoCk
Our best selling summer sock. Keeps your feet cool and dry in the summer. In the winter, wear it under the Exstream 
sock or the wading sock for a warmer, less abrasive fit. Polyester, nylon, spandex blend.  $12.95
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Order Form
hoW to order
Please write down the item you would like to purchase, the quantity, and the price. 
Also state the size and color of the item if applicable. Tear out this order form and 
mail it to Gates Au Sable Lodge, 471 S. Stephan Bridge Road, Grayling, MI 49738. 
You can also call the shop at (989) 348-8462, go online to www.gatesflyshop.com, 
or send an email to josh@gateslodge.com. Thank you for your patronage.

Qty. Item and Description Color Size Price
1 Example Winston BIII Plus Green 9’0” 7wt. $895.00

Sales Tax
Shipping & Handling

Total

Bill to:

Name: __________________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip: ____________________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Cell Phone: ______________________________________________________

Home Phone: _____________________________________________________

Ship to:

Name: __________________________________________________________

Address:

City/State/Zip: ____________________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Cell Phone: ______________________________________________________

Home Phone: _____________________________________________________

Credit	Card	Number: ________________________________________

Exp.___________

Signature:____________________________________________

Shipping 
& handling

We ship via USPS. 
Add $5.00 S+H 

for all orders under $50.00. 
Orders of $50.00 or 

more are shipped free.

SaleS taX
Michigan residents 
add 6% sales tax.

Mail to:
Gates Au Sable Lodge 

471 S. Stephan Bridge Road 
Grayling, MI 49738
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Smoke

Simms Bugstopper...really works

SiMMS WoMenS 
BugStopper hoody
One of our best selling shirts in 2016 is back for 
2017.  Simms’ UPF50 BugStopper® Hoody is a 
first-cast to last-call piece powered by polyes-
ter-nylon, COR3™-enhanced fabrics. Wicking, 
antimicrobial, and insect-shielding prowess pro-
vided by Insect Shield® all-day performance, 
while the articulated hood blocks a blazing sun. 
Additional features include extended cuffs with 
thumb loops, raglan sleeves, and plush flatlock 
seams. Traditional fit.  $64.95

SiMMS BugStopper hoody
Stave off skeeters and extend your time under the 
sun in Simms’ new UPF 50 BugStopper® Hoody. 
COR3™ technology from top to bottom makes for 
a superior sweater fishing shirt that dries quick, 
wicks sweat, and leaves you odor-free. Additional 
features include flat-seam construction and a 
Raglan-sleeve design for maximum comfort and 
unrestricted movement, while an articulated hood 
and a higher backed collar help bolster sun 
protection.   $64.95

SiMMS BugStopper lS teCh
Bugstopper flat-out works. We use it, and love 
it. No more bites, stings or welts on the shoul-
ders. Simms’ BugStopper® Tech LS Tee soldiers 
through heat and biting insects without breaking 
a sweat. Shirts are cut from a wicking, antimicro-
bial DriRelease® fabric blend and treated with 
swarm-stymieing Bu InsectShield®. Additional 
features include UPF20 sun protection, mobility 
enhancing articulation, and comfortable off-shoul-
der seaming. For awhile we had like five shop rats 
simultaneously wearing this thing like it was some 
uniform.  It works!  $49.95Brick

Pine
Mineral

Blossom
Moonstone

We’re always skeptical of bug-free anything.  But after a full summer, we’re converts.  
You will be too. This is gear for people that fish hard, that fish when the bugs are out, 
and who will come to consider this required equipment.
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SiMMS BugStopper lS Shirt
Our go-to May/June fishing shirt.  Wear it over the Bugstopper LS Tech Tee. Savvy fishing shirt for fighting 
harsh sun, humidity, and hatches that bite back. Simms’ BugStopper® long-sleeve blocks sun, dries quick, 
wicks, and fights swarms thanks to advanced InsectShield® tech. Plaids have a polyester-nylon blend, 
while solids feature 100% nylon fabric. Two zip-secure chest pockets are fly-box compatible. Articulated 
elbows enhance mobility. And a sunglass chamois inside the bottom hem keeps optics clear. Traditional fit 
comes standard. Plaid - Oxblood, Blue, Dark Slate; Solid - Ash, Light Blue.  $99.95

SiMMS BugStopper Sun glove
For searing sun and biting bugs these half-finger gloves pack UPF50 pro-
tection and proven Insect Shield® tech. Simms’ BugStopper® SunGlove™ 
s are cut from UPF50 SolarFlex® stretch fabric with inherent Insect Shield® 
protection. Half-finger construction extends coverage on index and middle 
fingers for stripping durability. Gloves also feature added length at the wrists, 
with pairing snaps for convenient storage. Sm, med, lg, xl.  $34.95

SiMMS BugStopper net Cap
More great Bugstopper. Simms filled the niche, and 2017’s increased line 
of Bugstopper is hopefully here to stay.  Features of this full coverage 
five-panel lid include lnsectShield® technology paired with the bug block-
ing protection of no-see-um mesh fixed to the cap. The wicking quick-dry 
sweatband adds comfort, while a drawcord closure seals the deal. One 
size fits most. Sand.  $39.95

Dark Slate

Blue

Oxblood

Ash

Light Blue
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Waderwick Logo Fleece
Most folks who try this on buy it! One of our favorite 
mid-layers on cold days, or as an outer layer on 
milder days. Fits very true to size. Stays warm when 
wet. Has the Gates Lodge logo on the right chest. 
Quarter zip for easy on/off. Fabric Tech: 100% 
Polyester Microfiber fleece Approx Weight: 11 oz. 
gunmetal, black, navy. Sizes: S-XXL. $59.95

Light BlueDark Khaki

SiMMS BiCoMp Shirt
This shirt will become your favorite hot-weather fishing shirt.  Very easy to move in, very breathable, 
very affordable.  Simms’ new Intruder Bicomp shirt brings performance to prodigious fishing missions 
thanks to materials working in concert to help you fish. The main body is cut from woven polyester for 
appreciable durability, while knit sides and arm panels deliver comfort and mobility when casting or row-
ing. Built-in COR3™ technology boosts quick-dry, wicking, anti-odor and UPF 30 sun protection. Two 
zippered fly-box compatible pockets add valuable storage to the equation. Additional features include 
knit fabric on the cuffs that keep pulled up sleeves locked in place, plus lightweight, low-profile plastic 
snaps, and a sunglass chamois located inside the bottom hem. Traditional fit comes standard.  $79.95
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SiMMS WoMen’S 
ClearWater Sandal
New Women’s Clearwater Sandals flow with the 
customizable fit of adjustable webbing coupled 
with the comfort and support of Right Angle® 
footbed tech. Cushioned neoprene lining delivers 
plush living for hardworking feet. Non-marking 
siped soles maximize grip. And smooth, no-catch 
uppers make line management easy.   $79.95

Blossom

SiMMS Challenger Boat Shoe
Challenger Boat Shoes deliver upstanding performance inshore, offshore, and everywhere in between. 
Features include TPU-reinforced heel counters combined with forefoot support for extreme lateral control, 
while Right Angle® Footbed technology improves biomechanics and bolsters comfort. In addition, mid- and 
outsole drainage dumps excess water. Siped outsoles maximize grip on slippery surfaces and hydrophobic, 
abrasion-fighting mesh uppers ratchet up the durability of this commanding, all-weather shoe.  $119.95

AnvilBoulder
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patagonia FitZ roy trout 
truCker hat
Can’t beat a trout made of mountains. Big Camo, Navy Blue.  $29

patagonia FitZ roy 
BiSon truCker hat
Buffalo hats. Just cuz. Buffalo Green.  $29

SiMMS WeStShore leather Slip on Shoe
We love these for wearing around everywhere: fly shop, home, boat deck.  Inspired by comfort and driven by 
the desire to out-fish your friends, Simms’ new Westshore™ slip-on is an elevated everyday fishing ally. From 
the top, soft genuine suede-leather with microfiber linings combine style and function, while snag-free uppers 
ensure casts won’t fall short. On the ground floor, Right Angle® Footbed technology enhances biomechanics; 
dual-density EVA midsoles absorb shock; and appreciated non-marking rubber outsoles come standard. 
$99.95

Hickory

Dark	Olive

SiMMS WeStShore 
Slip on Shoe 
Slip on. Slip off. Slip less. New Westshore Slip-ons fea-
ture Right Angle® Footbeds for all-day comfort, support, 
and superior fit. Washed canvas and scratch rubber 
uppers are city street to boat deck ready. Dual-den-
sity EVA midsoles absorb shock; scratch rubber toe 
bumpers bolster durability; no-catch uppers make for 
headache-free line maintenance; siped soles slip less; 
and Agion® anti-odor technology. $79.95

River	Rock
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CF netS
We think these are the very best combi-
nation of aesthetic and utility. Built just 
right up the road in Frederic by Chad 
Fath (the same person who designed 
the riverboat lights in our restaurant). 
Small: $95, Large: $120, Boat: $169.

FiShpond noMad netS
Fishpond entered the net market with a splash (sorry), and 
their huge lineup of nets is also hugely popular. Lightweight 
and (almost) indestructible, with clear bags and compos-
ite construction. These look sharp. We carry three of our 
favorites: 

noMad native:
25.5” long, 8.5” x 17” head (narrower net).  $125.95 

noMad hand:
26” length, 13” x 18” head (wider net).  $125.95 

noMad guide net:
47.9” length, 13” W X 18” head, 
has measuring tape up handle.  $189.95
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Don’t see the Fishpond net that you want? Call us 989-348-8462 and we’ll get it for you!
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loon rogue quiCkdraW ForCepS
Clips to your pocket.  Your vest.  Sling.  Boat bag.  The ultimate hemostat, thoughtfully 

designed from the tips to the jaws to the handle. The tight angles and engineered 
shape accommodate all fly sizes, allow for easy hook removal, and can crimp even 

the heaviest of barbs. Oversized thumb and finger holes accomodate large or 
gloved hands, and the compact cutting surface easily clips light or heavy leader.  

Already way popular.  One of the best new products for 2017.  $24.95G
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orviS taCky dropper BoX
Designed in an exclusive collaboration between Tacky and Orvis. 
The perfect box to organize flies for dropper fishing. One side has 
the Original Tacky Mat for small nymphs and the other side has the 
Big Bug Tacky Mat for larger patterns such as streamers, hoppers, 
stimulators, parachutes, and larger nymphs. Holds 240 flies total. 
Tacky silicone mats hold better and are much more durable. The box 
is a tough polycarbonate that won’t warp and closes with a secure 
magnetic closure. Slim profile takes up less room in your vest. In 
solid gray. Imported. 7”L x 3¾”W x 1¼”D.  $42

orviS taCky deluXe
A collaboration between Orvis and Tacky to create an exclusive 
high-volume, low-profile, and highly durable fly box. Tacky mats 
are silicone that hold flies tighter and are much more durable 
with excellent resistance to the elements. Polycarbonate box 
has a slim profile, won’t warp, takes up less room in vest pockets 
and has a secure latch-free magnetic closure. Facing mats offer 
a capacity of 336 flies. Teardrop and slit designed to hold size 
10 to 18 flies, but will hold larger and smaller flies with ease. 
Imported. 7”L x 3¾”W x 1”D.  $35

patagonia BlaCk 
hole CuBe 6 l, 10 l
My favorite tying bag. You can load 
this thing up, zip it up, and take 
it anywhere. Not tying? Put your 
toiletries, phone chargers, and 
Kindle in it. A million uses. This, 
plus the TyWheel…simple, 
moveable perfection. 
6 L: $39
10 L: $49

6	L:	Fire

6	L:	Black

10	L:	Forge	Grey

10	L:	Chromatic	Yellow
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taCky BoXeS
Slit Silcone inserts hold flies like nothing else on the 
market. High strength polycarbonate plastic shell 
resists abuse.Now in three sizes, the day pack ($20), 
original ($24.95), and big bug ($31.95)

FiShpond 
tippet holder
One of those improvements 
that makes a difference. 
Keeps your tippets horizontal 
and easy to identify, and has 
a built in line snip. Simple 
to load, and sturdy. One of 
our best selling items in the 
shop. $19.95

orviS FleX SpeX
A slick little product that showed up on the heads of custom-
ers…and then in our shop. Clip them to your hat and they’re 
out of the way. Need-em? Put them in front of your eyes and 
the magnet holds them together.  $34.95

SMith loW light 
ignitor SunglaSSeS
Our favorite low-light shades. Not yellow, but “clear.” 
Won’t project you into an alternate dimension like 
some shades. These are the best fish-spotting glass-
es we offer, and the best winter, cloudy, dusk or dawn 
shades as well. 40% light transmission. Available in 
three frames: Challis, Guide’s Choice, Dover. $209

SiMMS guide lanyard
Simple, slick, effective. That the best 
way. I imagine lots of us at the lodge will 
be running around with these around our 
necks. These are going to be a hit. $24.95

orviS nipperS
Not your ordinary nipper, made in US of ma-
chined 6061-T6 aluminum, piano style hinge that 
adds mechanical advantage for easily cutting 
anything from 80lb to 8x tippet, replaceable 
crucible citter and anvil for excellent corrosion 
resistance and edge retention, ergonomic 
contour for comfort and enhanced function, Type 
III military spec anodized, comes with adjustabel 
and customizable lanyard made from fly line, 
hook eye needle. $79

Midnight

Pewter

Moss
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Orvis Ty-Wheel
Favorite new fly tying product for 2016/17.  Fits right onto the stem of your vise.  
Basically it’s a tying desk at your fingertips.  Magnetized so hooks 
don’t scatter.  Waste basket built in.  Spins right with you.  
Customizable (each of the four “sections” detaches).  
Holds beads, hooks, thread, and all your fly tying 
tools.  Think of how clear your tying station would be 
with everything off of it except for the materials you’re 
using.  The fly tyer in your family will love it.  Arrives in 
its own round box.  $150

Roberts Yellow Drake
#8 - #16 - $2.25

Gates Lodge Bugger
Size #1 - $3.95

Rusty’s White Knot
#12 - $2.25

Rusty’s Spinner
#12, #14 - $2.25

Patroit
#12, #14, #16 - $2.25

Adams Parachute
#12, #14, #16 - $2.25

Mattress Thrasher
#8, #10, #12 Long Shank - $2.25

Yarn Skunk
#10, Red, Olive, And Brown - $2.25

Minimum Order of four per pattern. All flies made right here in Michigan...

NEW
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How to Hold that 
Giant Trout you just Caught
Nothing seems to get adults as chesty with emotion as the capture of, and the pose with, a big trout. From those that 
prefer fish-eye camera lenses and specific fish angles, to those that faint upon seeing a trout leave the water for more 
than three seconds, what happens after a trout is caught is mired in almost as much controversy as fishing methods 
and creel limits.   

Currently, the en vogue cover shot is with an angler staring at his or her giant wild trout, instead of at the camera, 
when the picture is taken. There is a lovely (if somewhat staged) sense of trout-appreciation in this particular pose.  
A guide buddy used to have this crazy open-mouthed grin that was completely authentic, and perfect.  I envied him 
growing up.  But that’s been replaced by the more contemplative stare at the fish described above. Waste of talent, if 
you ask me.  

My friend Willy never sticks a trout out toward the camera – a backlash against the 95% of fly-fishers that do.  

I had a client that would accidentally, or maybe on purpose, hold the fish in such way that both his middle fingers were 
extended and aimed at the camera as I took his picture. I tried not to take it personally.  

Jeff makes sure the background of a picture doesn’t reveal where the fish in the picture was caught.  

When I was a teenager I used to pose very seriously, like I’d shot a lion and was about to drink a barrel of whiskey. 

Not too many years ago, the fish picture was destined for a three-ring binder, or, at best to be framed and hung in the 
office.  The modern trout picture is made to be shared, sometimes within seconds of it being taken. It’s a relatively new 
thing in the world of fly fishing.  Remember, Instagram – at least in the fly fishing world – used to be the bulletin board 
at the local fly shop, where dozens of old faded pictures curled from the cork.  The anglers in the old pictures seemed 
happier, or at least more surprised by their success.  

So here’s my advice…Leave the fly in the trout’s mouth until the picture is taken.  Consider the health of the fish over 
the health of your pride.  Let the picture tell the story, and every once in a while, keep a photo just for yourself.  And, 
finally, don’t edit from the picture what made you fall in love with trout fishing in the first place.
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It’s a long, “culinarily” sparse winter around the lodge once the restaurant closes.  I miss the restaurant 
most while gnawing at a half-frozen Cliff Bar at 7 am, waiting for the sun to come up.  When the frost is on 
the windows, I find myself pining for some homemade hash and eggs. Or some bacon waffles and real 
maple syrup.  Or a Greenberg special (Chorizo, Pico, Au Sable hash browns, two runny eggs…it should 
include a breath mint too). Well…it won’t be long now!
We are excited to continue to expand our popular take-out/outdoor dining options.  Need something quick-
ly?  Visit our online menu, phone-in an order…and we’ll have it ready for you!
If you have a group of 8 or more, please plan well ahead, or call about private or outdoor seating options. 

BreakFaSt: 7 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
lunCh: 11:30 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
dinner: 5 p.m. – 8 p.m. 
take-out WindoW: 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.

2017 SeaSon: April 21 – October 29

*While we do accept walk-ins, please make reservations for dinner. We do offer outdoor seating and table service 
during dinner.

Phone in your food orders or reservation requests: 989-348-8462
Visit us: www.gateslodge.com/restaurant/#info

Featured in Midwest Living and Traverse Magazine, we’re known for our locally sourced products, in-
house preparations, awesome sandwich options (got some new ones for 2017!) and eclectic menu.  We 
strive to be creative, have fun, and make great food.   Our daily specials might be anything from softshell 
crabs to duck to venison burgers.

Restaurant
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Our 17 rooms are admittedly nothing fancy, but we don’t think you come to the river for granite countertops! Featuring 
wi-fi, DIRECTV, Serta mattresses (two double mattresses per room) and private bath, we strive to keep our humble 
establishment clean and relaxing. This includes such “outdoor amenities” as riverside benches, swinging chairs, and a 
well-stocked fire pit. The river in front of the lodge has some of the highest wild trout populations east of the Mississip-
pi River. 

The Brown Trout Suite has two bedrooms, with two single beds in each room…as well as a foldout couch, fireplace, 
meeting room with television and fridge, and private bathroom. 

Across the parking lot is a two-story building that houses our conference room (aka The Board Room). Originally built 
as a meeting place for Anglers of the Au Sable -- a non-profit group dedicated to protecting the river – it also serves 
to host special events, our many fly-fishing schools, and as a 24/7 meeting place for our guests, with a shared fridge, 
coffeemaker, and microwave. The Board Room has its own bathroom, wi-fi, and television. It has housed many a card 
game, work meeting and fly-tying group. 

We allow bookings up to 350 days in advance, and are often full from May-July. Guests – at check-out -- have first 
option to rebook their dates for the following year. 

We are pet friendly, though we prefer well-trained dogs on a leash as opposed to other species and methods of 
restraint.  

our on-SeaSon rateS (april 15 – oCtoBer 30) are:
$70/single 
$95/double
$125/Brown Trout Suite

our oFF-SeaSon rateS (noveMBer 1 – april 14) are:
$60/single
$75/double

Rollaway fee is $5/night

For More inForMation or to Book a rooM, viSit uS at:
http://www.gateslodge.com/lodging/#rooms or contact us at Josh@GatesLodge.com 
or by calling the lodge at 989-348-8462.

Lodging

Our	rooms	overlook	one	of	the	most	
productive	stretches	of	the	Au	Sable
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JiMMy Calvin
Jimmy grew up fishing the river at his family cabin on the North Branch. A now lifelong Au Sable 
angler, he is familiar with the entire Au Sable in a way few are. A dry-fly specialist, he is known 
for being one of the very best and most innovative guides on the river. He spends his winters 
tying flies you’ll only find in his box, and has a style that keeps clients coming back. He lives 
with his family in a secluded home on the river. He doesn’t own a computer or a cell phone, and 
asked me to write this for him. -- JG

Joe guild
I was born and raised in Northern Michigan, and grew up near Lovells fishing Big Creek and 
the North Branch of the Au Sable. I started working for Gates Lodge when I was 19, and would 
come back north to work in the summers when I was off from college. Everyone loves the bug 
hatches in May and June, and they are great fun – nothing beats floating down the river hunting 
for rising fish – but I really enjoy the solitude and challenge the river offers in late summer and 

early fall. The Au Sable is a great home river, and I can’t think of anyplace I have fished that offers the combination of 
gentle currents, gorgeous and unique scenery, and very challenging fish. If I’m not on the river, I love chasing my bird 
dogs through the uplands during the fall.
JoSh netherS

My family moved to Grayiling in the early ‘90s. I began guiding in 1997 after graduating high 
school. I had fished the Au Sable and Manistee for most of my young life so the idea of guiding 
for a profession was appealing but never thought I would do it for a living. What began as a 
summer job, slowly flowed into a full time career. After love affairs with Alaska and Montana, 
working for several fly shops and a college degree, I decided to make guiding my profession 

and am grateful to be able to do it on my home water. From big streamers in the spring to picky trout on the rise, I 
can’t get enough—I love it all. When I am not on the river fishing for trout or steelhead, I spend a lot of time in pursuit 
of all of northern Michigan’s warm water species with a focus on musky and smallmouth on the fly. Bird dogs have also 
been a long time passion of mine and I spend a great deal of time afield hunting grouse with my setters. One must 
keep busy…
Matt verlaC (With hiS Buddy Joe huMphreyS)

I’ve had a fly rod in my hand as long as I can remember and I was lucky enough to have grown 
up two miles away from one of the premier fishing lodges in the Midwest. At the age of twelve 
I started washing dishes in the kitchen and I can still remember seeing the guides coming or 
going from the boat yard and I would say to myself “Someday that’s what I want to do”. Fly-fish-
ing came very organic to me. When it came to “going fishing”, we just grabbed our fly rods and 
went. That being said, the Au Sable is my home and while I have been all over chasing trout I 
have found no other stream that is more humbling and yet rewarding. I’m a firm believer in that 

the fish are always gonna feed on something. Whether it be nymphs, streamers, or dries, they gotta eat at some point. 
As a guide this is my decree. Each time I’m on the river I treat it as I have a personal vendetta against every spotted 
fish in that god-forsaken creek.

Guiding on the Au Sable requires an adventurous, innovative, and irrepressible spirit. Whereas your proto-
typical guide trip on many other rivers in the country start and stop at the same times, our trips are set not 
by our schedule, but by the schedule of the best fishing. This can mean a 7 p.m. – 3 a.m. float in late June, 
or a 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. float in late July. There isn’t an hour of the day we haven’t had a boat on the water. .
Our guides aren’t type-A yell-at-you guides. We want you to have fun out there! 
We feel we have one of the finest guide crews in the state. All of our guides are full-time guides who spend 
several hundred days on the water. They offer floats by riverboat or driftboat, on small water or big water, for 
brook trout or trophy browns.  We run trips on all three branches of the river, the Manistee, and below Mio 
Dam. We book up very quickly throughout the summer.

Guide Service
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Mark hendriCkS
Mark started fishing the Au Sable & Manistee River systems in 1973. A six-time 
President of the Mason Griffith Founders Chapter of Trout Unlimited, he currently 
serves on the Board of Directors for that chapter as well as the Boards of Directors of 
the Anglers of the Au Sable, the Au Sable Watershed Restoration Committee and the 
Upper Manistee River Association. An FFF Certified Casting Instructor, since retiring 
in 2004 as Chief of a full-time Metro Detroit Fire Department he’s been working at 
Gates Au Sable Lodge as Head Instructor for all their fly fishing and casting schools 
as well as guiding on the days he’s not teaching.

Jordan kleMiSh
A “retired” shop rat, Jordan is born and raised on the Au Sable. A very talented and 
creative fly-tyer, he takes that same creativity to the river. Whether it’s refining Czech 
nymphing to the Au Sable, or finding just the right dropper on a difficult summer day, 
he’s known for being one of the most enthusiastic and dedicated anglers, tyers and 
guides on the river. In the off-season, he is a (very) passionate ice fisher.

Steve pelS
I grew up in a small suburb about 30 miles south of Chicago. 
I began fishing at 2 years old in south central Wisconsin while staying at my Grand-
parents lake house. By the age of 11 I picked up a fly rod and never put it down. I 
knew it would always be a huge part of my life. After college and a few corporate 
jobs, I knew sitting behind a desk wasn’t for me. I realized that I loved sharing my 
passion with others, providing instruction and working outdoors. I enjoy fishing on the 
Au Sable because it can be challenging. Seeing a huge brown chase and not come 
tight or matching the hatch only to then break off a nice fish…it keeps me coming 
back. I love that a variety of techniques can be used to catch fish here.

In addition to guiding and fishing on the Au Sable I enjoy steelheading on Michigan rivers, tying flies, upland 
bird hunting with my German Shorthair, spending quality time with my fiancé and cooking.

aleX laFkaS
Alex Lafkas will be teaching a variety of schools at Gates Lodge in 2017, as well as 
offering guide trips that will take anglers on new Michigan experiences…even if in 
familiar water.  Alex has been at the forefront of Au Sable angling for two decades. 
He has designed countless flies, developed out-of-the-box techniques and strategies, 
and has spent thousands of hours on the water pursuing everything from White River 
brown trout to North Branch brookies.

rateS
Half	day	float: 
 includes drinks, flies, rod and reel, 4-5 hours
Single	or	Double:	$295*
*  We don’t offer half-day trips for the drake or hex 

hatches
Full	day	float: 
 includes lunch or dinner, drinks, flies, rod and reel, 
8-9 hours
Single:	$375 
Double:	$395

Instruction: Includes rods and reels, and flies, 4 hours
One	or	Two	Anglers: $200 
Three	Anglers: $250 
Four	Anglers: $300
Hex	Trips,	June	15-July	4:	
Single: $395 
Double: $425
A long, late float in pursuit of some of the biggest rising 
trout in the Midwest
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River Art...a contest
Love to fly-fish? Love to write, photograph, paint?  We’re looking for everything...Funny, sad, reflective. Take your best 
blog post, photo or doodle, and send it! The absolute max word limit is 2000 words. Please don’t send us anything that 

is already published. We welcome all mediums, though 
it must in some manner – however obscure -- connect to 
Northern Michigan.  All entries will be judged by an atten-
tive but indifferent third-party. There’s only one winner, but 
other entries may be published. Deadline is October 1st. 
Honorable Mentions: $100 Gift Certificate to Gates Lodge
Grand Prize: $500 Gift Certificate to Gates Lodge
All entries must be submitted digitally to Josh@
GatesLodge.com, subject line: “Contest 2017.” We reserve 
the right to publish any submissions we receive in our 
spring and fall catalogs!

Our Favorite Guide Trips
Spring	Streamer	Trips: Beginning around the 
1st of March, we love nothing more than chasing 
big fish on streamers. The Au Sable is one of the 
most renowned streamer rivers in the world, and the 
streamer culture here is at the forefront of fly design 
and streamer theory. Hop in a boat and bring a friend. 
Floats typically leave at 9 or 10 a.m.
Spring	dry	flies: Usually by April 15, we mix our 
streamer fishing with what the Au Sable is most known 
for: hatches and rising trout! Match the hatch fishing is 
what many anglers think of when they think of the Au 
Sable. Our guides are some of the best dry-fly guys in 
the state. 
As the spring warms up, the bugs begin hatching 
earlier and later in the day. A dry-fly trip on May 1 may 
leave at 10 a.m. By June 1, it’s 2 p.m. And by the 
end of June, we may be leaving at 4 p.m. or later and 
casting at rising trout at midnight. By July 10th, we’re 
back to chasing morning bugs.
Attractor	fishing/hatch-matching	trips: With 
the start of the July BWOs and tricos, are fishing 
turns toward the small bugs, and the big terrestrials. 
While the tricos can be maddening, the BWOs offer 
sulphur-quality fishing with a fraction of the anglers. 
We love this time of year and believe it the most 
underrated, offering perhaps the best all-around dry 
fly fishing of the entire season. The trout we catch are 
smaller through the middle of the day, but good fish are 
caught…especially for those that stay into the evening 
rise.

Small	Stream	Trips: Best for solo anglers with good 
skill sets, we’ll float you through a wilderness setting 
for some untapped trout opportunities. Very limited 
availability, call or email for details. 
Night	Fishing: Few regions are more associated 
with night fishing than is the Au Sable/Manistee area. 
We’ll meet after dinner and take you deep into the 
night, flinging a variety of big bugs imitating mice, 
frogs, moths and some creatures more mythological 
in nature. This is trophy hunting…some of the finest 
of the year, in fact. We like the dark nights the best. 
Expect to start at 7-9 p.m. Includes snack and drinks.
Fall	dry	fly	and	streamers: From September 
through November, we fish the pre and post-spawn 
stages of the brook and brown trout. This is some of 
the finest brook trout fishing of the year, and the brown 
trout fishing isn’t too shabby either. The rivers are low 
and clear and beautiful. The leaves are turning. And 
the fish are chasing small and easy-to-cast streamers, 
or rising to BWOs. The finest in scenery, and the finest 
in trout colors.
Trophy	Hunting:	Come late October and through 
the end of November, we’re chasing big browns, 
preferably the hungry post-spawn browns that are 
feeding like crazy before the winter settles in. This 
can be brutal fishing. It can be great fishing as well. 
And it is the perfect bookend to our season, offering 
comparable fishing to March and April…that is, the 
chance at the largest trout swimming in the Au Sable 
and Manistee Rivers.
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March	25 – George Daniel Streamer School: Our friend George Daniel is one of the 
most respected fly-fishers in the country. A two-time national champion fly-fisher, 
George’s classes are well-constructed, thoughtful, and full of fresh insight…and they 
always fill up fast. George has written books on nymph fishing and streamer fishing, 
has been published in numerous magazines, and has led the way in modern fly-an-
gling techniques. He’s also a streamer junkie. $200/person, and includes lunch.
March	31-April	2 – Fly Fishing Fools Weekend: Food, fly-tying, fly-fishing and some 
college basketball, and even some time around the campfire. It’s spring! Stay the 
whole time, or just stop in for breakfast. This is the “other” Opening Day. We’ll have 
free fly tying sessions on Friday and Saturday nights from 7 p.m. – 9 p.m. Rod demos 
and sales. And two classes (see below). We’ll be serving fixed menu meals Friday 
evening, Saturday (breakfast, lunch and dinner), and Sunday breakfast. A more com-
plete schedule will be posted online as we get closer to the date. Rooms will be $60/
single and $75/double.
April	1 – Streamer Techniques with Alex Lafkas: If you are looking to get into or 
improve your streamer game, this is the class for you. Small and large river techniques 
will be covered as well as fly and gear selection for both situations. The morning will 
be spent in the boardroom with a presentation and conversation about streamer fish-
ing theory and technique. This will include fishing strategies, reading the water and op-
tions in lines and leaders. A short tying demonstration will occur during lunch and an 
instructional float trip in the afternoon. Alex is one of the finest and most well-known 
and innovative streamer anglers in the country. This is a can’t-miss class. $225/per-
son. Limit is 6 people. Flies and leader/tippet materials included. 8:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. 
April	2 – Nymphing the Au Sable: On Sunday morning, join Jordan Klemish and 
Dennis Nelson for a two-hour nymphing demonstration in front of the lodge. Cost is 
only $50/person. Class limit is 8 people. 9 a.m. – 11 a.m. Participants should plan on 
wading and fishing. Stay for the weekend (two nights lodging, all meals, fly tying, and 
Sunday nymphing class): $200 single/$350 double Including Streamer Fishing with 
Alex Lafkas: $400/single, $600/double.
Weekends	of	April	8,	15 – Fixed menu options for Friday dinner, Saturday breakfast, 
lunch and dinner, and Sunday breakfast for lodge guests and visitors alike. Hours to 
be announced closer to the date.
April	15 – Regular season rates begin: Our rooms are simple rooms with a great view 
and river access. All regular rooms have two double beds, DIRECTV, wi-fi, and a 
private bathroom. It’s fish camp…but you can still get your work done! $70/single, $95/
double. Our Brown Trout Suite has four single beds (two beds per bedroom), a living 
room, and private bath. The rate for the suite is $125/night.
April	21 – Restaurant opens for dinner: We pride ourselves in having the best food in 
the area. We serve breakfast, lunch and dinner, and keep our very popular take-out 
window open from 10 a.m. – 7 p.m. so you can grab one of 60+ sandwiches to take to 
the river. A great way to wait for the spinners to come down.
April	22 – At The Vise with Alex Lafkas: Fly Tying for Spring Hatches 8:30 a.m. – 
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12:30 p.m.: Recommended for medium to advanced fly tyers, this class will focus on mayfly 
patterns to kick off the dry fly season. Covering emergers, duns and spinner patterns and 
tying differences between blind fishing patterns and hatch situation patterns. Floating 
nymphs, loop wing emergers, cripples, parachutes, wrapped hackle spinners and hen wing 
spinners. Noted commercial tyer and Au Sable guide Alex Lafkas instructing. Cost is $75/
person. Limit is 8 people. All materials included.
April	29 – Opening Day is often “chili,” 11 a.m. – 2 p.m.: Yes it is. We’ll heat ya up with two 
different types of next-level chili and some cornbread on the side. Serving pre-hendrick-
sons... when the fish start rising, chili day is over (just kidding...kinda).
April	29 – Anglers of the Au Sable 30th Anniversary Banquet: One of the best trout 
banquets you’ll attend, featuring a wide variety of items, great food, great friends, and great 
fundraising. Tickets are $100/person, and are available at www.ausableanglers.org.
May 6 – Hardy Day: John Shaner, consummate angler and Hardy expert, will be joining us at the 
lodge once again. John can tell you just about everything about your Hardy equipment. Bring in your 
own reels. He can tune them. He can appraise them. And he can tell you the story of their develop-
ment and their place in fly-fishing history. We’ll also have rods to cast and reels to spin. Hardy has 
reestablished themselves with their new Made-in-England reels.
May 6 – Fly Casting with Mark Hendricks, 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.: Casting is undoubtedly one of the most 
important of all the fly-fishing skills. You must be able to present the fly to the spot in which the fish is 
located in order to be successful. Although fly-casting may appear to be difficult, it’s really not. There 
are a few basic things that you need to know about fly-casting in order to cast efficiently and they’re 
a lot easier to learn than you might think. This class is for both beginners as well as those with some 
casting experience. FFF Certified Master Instructor Mark Hendricks is one of the best casting instruc-
tors in the Midwest. $100/person.
May 13 – Buy/Sell/Trade, 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.: We love going through your old (and new) stuff. We will 
sometimes buy, usually trade, and always sell. We usually have a pretty substantial collection of used 
rods and reels, from last year’s models, to last century’s models! Stop in and see us and bring what 
you have. We are particularly interested in reels, contemporary fly rods that were manufactured in 
America, and collectible bamboo.
May 20 – Rio Lines Test Cast, 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.: Is your fly rod unhappy? Ever wonder what a new 
line would feel like on your depressed rod? Wondering if you need the Rio Grand or the Rio Gold? As 
easy as it is to test out different rods, it’s much harder to test out different lines. Our Rio Test Cast day 
is a chance to bring your rod, and try out a bunch of different lines and tapers. Find out what works 
best for you, before investing in a new line. We’ll be offering giveaways with purchases of new lines. 
Ben Hunting, of Rio – an excellent caster – will be here to help cut through the uncertainty and help 
your rod find the line it likes!
May 20 – Advanced Casting Cleanup with Alex Lafkas, 9 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.: A brand new class for 
us. The idea is that just about everybody could use a quick tune-up. If you like what you got, but wish 
it were better, sign up! Does your double haul need help? Do your loops seem too wide? Need to 
learn to backhand cast? Alex is a nationally renowned angler and high-level caster. The limit on this 
class is eight people. Almost everybody could benefit from this class, and leaves plenty of time for 
fishing.  Cost is $75/person. 
May 27 – River Barbecue, 11 a.m. – 8 p.m.: Available all day, smoked and grilled on site, whole and 
half chickens, served with campfire beans, slaw, broccoli salad, and cupcakes. Take it to go. Eat in. 
Eat outside.
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May 27 – Orvis 101 FREE fly fishing day, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.: Orvis and TU have teamed up with 
dealers to offer FREE instruction for everyone. Mason-Griffith Founders TU volunteers (guides 
themselves) and MGFTU board member and Gates Lodge lead instructor Mark Hendricks are 
here to make fly fishing fun and accessible. No wading or waders required. This is the easiest way 
to get started. Please bring appropriate clothing, as well as anything you might want to drink or 
snack on. Bugspray and sunglasses are recommended. Class limit is 15. Class is free.
May 27 – Buy/Sell/Trade 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.: We love going through your old (and new) stuff. We 
will sometimes buy, usually trade, and always sell. We usually have a pretty substantial collection 
of used rods and reels, from last year’s models, to last century’s models! Stop in and see us 
and bring what you have. We are particularly interested in reels, contemporary fly rods that were 
manufactured in America, and collectible bamboo.
June 3 – Winston/Bauer Test Cast, 11 a.m. – 3 p.m.: R.L. Winston makes what we consider to 
be among the finest line of all-around dry fly rods available. Beautiful fit and finish, and deadly 
precise, with a feel all their own. Take ‘em for a spin! Winston sales representative Joe Hodge will 
be here to help you find the perfect rod for your casting stroke.
June 3 – Fly Casting with Mark Hendricks, 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.: Casting is undoubtedly one of the 
most important of all the fly-fishing skills. You must be able to present the fly to the spot in which 
the fish is located in order to be successful. Although fly-casting may appear to be difficult, it’s 
really not. There are a few basic things that you need to know about fly-casting in order to cast 
efficiently and they’re a lot easier to learn than you might think. This class is for both beginners as 
well as those with some casting experience. FFF Certified Master Instructor Mark Hendricks is one 
of the best casting instructors in the Midwest. $100/person.
June 10 – Simms Day, Demos, and Details, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.: Simms makes some of the finest 
products in fly-fishing. From made-in-America waders, to a full range of outdoor clothing, sling 
packs, and gear. This year they have tons of new stuff. Simms representative Tony Ferrie knows 
the product line inside and out, and will be here to go through it all. We’ll have cool incentives and 
discounts and package deals.
June 10-11 – Michigan Free Fishing Weekend: The state says you can fish free for this week-
end…no license required. Have fun!
June 17 – Advanced Casting Cleanup with Alex Lafkas, 9 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.: A brand new class 
for us. The idea is that just about everybody could use a quick tune-up. If you like what you got, 
but wish it were better, sign up! Does your double haul need help? Do your loops seem too wide? 
Need to learn to backhand cast? Alex is a nationally renowned angler and high-level caster. The 
limit on this class is eight people. Almost everybody could benefit from this class, and leaves 
plenty of time for fishing. Cost is $75/person.
June 17 and June 24 – Hexy Mexy, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m.: Got your hex on? Skip breakfast and set-
tle into a huge plate of smoked chicken enchiladas, smoked pork tamale pie, Spanish rice, refried 
beans, citrus slaw, and pickled radish. This was VERY popular last year. 
July 1 – Orvis 101 FREE fly fishing day, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.: Orvis and TU have teamed up with 
dealers to offer FREE instruction for everyone. Mason-Griffith Founders TU volunteers (guides 
themselves) and MGFTU board member and Gates Lodge lead instructor Mark Hendricks are 
here to make fly fishing fun and accessible. No wading or waders required. This is the easiest way 
to get started. Please bring appropriate clothing, as well as anything you might want to drink or 
snack on. Bugspray and sunglasses are recommended. Class limit is 15. Class is free.
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July 8-9 – Fly Fishing Weekend School: There’s simply no better way to immerse yourself in fly fishing 
than to spend a weekend learning from a guide. Our weekend fly-fishing school will help make you a 
better fly angler! We teach self-sufficiency on the water. Our goal is that when you finish our weekend 
school, you’ll be able to go fly-fishing on your own! Check in is on Friday. Participants will meet at 8 a.m. 
on Saturday morning for breakfast, followed by a morning lesson in fly-casting. After lunch, it’s time to 
hit the river and learn the ins and outs of dry fly fishing. The evening is yours to enjoy (which more than 
likely means more fishing!) Sunday morning will once again begin at 8 a.m. with breakfast, followed by 
time on the river, first with a little dry fly fishing if the trout are rising, and then with a comprehensive 
class on fishing wet flies and nymphs. In short, this weekend school is the best instruction and best 
value you’ll find anywhere. Taught by FFF Certified Master Instructor Mark Hendricks. Participants 
should bring waders, fly rods (rentals of both are available) and as much of their own gear as possible 
including bug dope, multiple layers of clothing including a rain jacket, sunglasses and sunscreen. All flies 
are included. Over 12 full hours of instruction! Two breakfasts, and a lunch on Saturday, and two nights 
lodging. Limit 6 people. $400/single. $750/double.
July 15-16 – Fly Fishing Weekend School: There’s simply no better way to immerse yourself in fly 
fishing than to spend a weekend learning from a guide. Our weekend fly-fishing school will help make 
you a better fly angler! We teach self-sufficiency on the water. Our goal is that when you finish our week-
end school, you’ll be able to go fly-fishing on your own! Check in is on Friday. Participants will meet at 8 
am on Saturday morning for breakfast, followed by a morning lesson in fly-casting. After lunch, it’s time 
to hit the river and learn the ins and outs of dry fly fishing. The evening is yours to enjoy (which more 
than likely means more fishing!) Sunday morning will once again begin at 8 a.m. with breakfast, followed 
by time on the river, first with a little dry fly fishing if the trout are rising, and then with a comprehensive 
class on fishing wet flies and nymphs. In short, this weekend school is the best instruction and best 
value you’ll find anywhere. Taught by FFF Certified Master Instructor Mark Hendricks. Participants 
should bring waders, fly rods (rentals of both are available) and as much of their own gear as possible 
including bug dope, multiple layers of clothing including a rain jacket, sunglasses and sunscreen. All flies 
are included. Over 12 full hours of instruction! Two breakfasts, and a lunch on Saturday, and two nights 
lodging. Limit 6 people. $400/single. $750/double.
July 22 – Advanced Dry Fly Class with Alex Lafkas, 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.: The focus of this class is 
for you to improve your dry fly fishing ability. Basic fly casting is the first step in fly-fishing. This course 
will aim to improve on casting, mending and approach. Dry fly patterns, lines and leaders will also be 
covered. A presentation and Q & A will occur in the morning. There will be a tying demonstration over 
lunch. The afternoon will be spent with casting, mending and water time. This class will make you a 
much better dry fly angler. $150/person. Includes lunch, flies, and tippet material.
July 29 – Trout Fest 2016, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m.: Sure we promote catch-and-release, but we know how to 
cook trout. We’ll have trout prepared a variety of ways – an old-fashioned trout picnic! Horseshoes, corn 
hole, free fly casting lessons, fly tying demonstrations, conservation information and fly casting compe-
titions with prizes for the kids. Bring the family and come to the river. We’ll be featuring a limited, special 
dinner menu during this day. It’s going to be a great, and hopefully annual, event.
August	12 – Kid’s One Fly Box, 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.: The Anglers of the Au Sable sponsors this annual 
event. This is our 5th Kids One-Fly (Box) Challenge for anglers 17 years and younger. All participants 
will receive a complimentary fly box with donated flies and, if needed, volunteer chaperones to take 
them to the river (or pond, or lake, or creek) for a morning of fishing. Awards! Prizes! Anglers must use 
the flies in their box of choice. We do this because kids are awesome, and a kid fly-fishing is even awe-
somer. Our favorite event of the year. We’ll meet at the lodge at 9 a.m. Kids receive instruction and a 
casting lesson from FFF Certified Instructor Mark Hendricks. At 10:30 a.m., we go fishing! Meet back at 
the lodge between 12 and 2 p.m. for lunch, drinks and awards. We try to have enough rods and waders 
for youth participants, but encourage those that have their own to bring them.
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August	12 – Midnight Derby, 7 p.m. – 3 a.m.: Have you ever seen so many people who think 
going fishing at midnight with a box full of mice is cool? Neither have we. So we celebrate it: 
a night fishing one-fly “competition.” Every year we raise well over $1000 for the Headwaters 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited. This is a fun event. Not a serious competition…though we do offer 
some real prizes through our partnerships with Hatch Reels and Sunrise Distributors. Includes 
a huge barbecue at 7 p.m., music, and the infamous mailbox challenge. The bell rings at 8 p.m. 
Anglers may fish anywhere on the Au Sable and Maniste Rivers, but must return to the lodge 
by 3 a.m. with a picture of their RELEASED trophy. The Derby is open to everyone and anyone, 
from guides, to those being guided, to folks casting off their docks, and anyone else who wants 
to go night fishing for a good cause. $50 per team of two people.
August	18-20 – Advanced Weekend School: This class tackles summer trout fishing and 
shows experienced anglers tricks to understanding some of the Au Sable’s native techniques. 
Incudes Friday night fishing with guides, small fly tactics, summer daytime wet fly and nymph 
techniques, leader building and leader formulas, fly-tying, and more advanced stream theory. 
This is an exhaustive school with instruction and fishing time lasting much of the day and some 
of the night. Includes Friday dinner, all three meals on Saturday, and Sunday breakfast, as 
well as lodging. Lead by noted guide Alex Lafkas, and assisted by other members of the Gates 
Lodge team. This is an in-depth and valuable school for those who want to solve the mysteries 
of catching trout during the summer. $700 single/$1300 double. Limit 6 people. Includes all flies 
and tippet material, food, and lodging.
September	8 – Pre-Cleanup Clam Bake: Starting at 6 p.m. sharp, we’ll be lighting the fire and 
serving clams outside. What better way to celebrate the harvest season? Good eats and good 
times. BYOB. This is an outdoor event, so dress appropriately. Limit is 50 people, and folks must 
RSVP. Prices determined by market. This was so much fun last year!
September	9 – Au Sable River Cleanup: Once again, the Anglers of the Au Sable is sponsor-
ing the annual cleanup of the Au Sable River. This year we’ll be cleaning both the upper and 
lower Au Sable. Includes a great barbecue lunch! We need volunteers – each and every one of 
you makes a difference. To sign up, or for more information, talk to Josh: 989-348-8462, or 
Josh@GatesLodge.com
September	16 – Wet Flies and Soft Hackles with Mark Hendricks: Another new class that 
focuses on the subtleties of fishing subsurface. Not many people realize that modern soft hackle 
techniques were developed on the North Branch of the Au Sable. Mark will cover nymphing, 
small streamers, and fishing soft hackles and wet flies on the swing. Learn a gentle, easy 
approach that really shines in the month of September on the Au Sable. 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. 
Limit 6 people. Includes lunch. $125/person. 
October	21 – Streamer Techniques with Alex Lafkas, 8:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.: If you are looking 
to get into or improve your streamer game, this is the class for you. Small and large river 
techniques will be covered as well as fly and gear selection for both situations. The morning will 
be spent in the boardroom with a presentation and conversation about streamer fishing theory 
and technique. This will include presentation strategies, reading the water and options in lines 
and leaders. A short tying demonstration will occur during lunch and an instructional float trip in 
the afternoon. Alex is one of the finest and most well-known and innovative streamer anglers 
in the country. This is a can’t-miss class. $225/person. Limit is 6 people. Flies and leader/tippet 
materials included.
October	29 – Restaurant closes after breakfast.
October	30 – Off-season rates start: THANKS FOR A GREAT SEASON!
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